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 rar./.trough of MoH.rarI'm surprised they never learned their lesson after the massive edit war they started back in season 8. At
that time they did spend less and less time on each season. I think the only real edit war that happened was during the cast swap.

That was also caused by a lot of viewers voting for something different. I think it's because there were fanservice panels and
people were just impatient to get to them, making it hard to see the drama without being shown the judges' comments (which

were in real time). I'm surprised they never learned their lesson after the massive edit war they started back in season 8. At that
time they did spend less and less time on each season. But, but, this was only because of Shota's fanservice. And then in the 6th
season he made an edit war out of the two should join ANE. Idk about that, the ISU and the fans have been arguing over this

more than once and every time, they just keep doing it. Is that such a big deal that they have to make it every time? How many
times have they been arguing about whether fanservice is necessary? On Twitter. On the phone. By email. It seems like the

answer is every time. I think this is just an ISU thing, they tend to have an obsession with this (like it or not, don't really care). I
don't really care either because they are showing more of the anime's drama (like how Sho is being played by Kyoko). But then
again, I don't care about drama that's not real enough. And yeah the editing is always a problem in Idol. And I think that's why
there's more editing on other shows, especially those with the studio like ZNN or even Studio Pierrot, to compensate for their
editing. I don't care either because they are showing more of the anime's drama (like how Sho is being played by Kyoko). But

then again, I don't care about drama that f3e1b3768c
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